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 Clothmaking
makers were in the habit of so tacking and folding their
cloths that defects in length or quality could not be
seen, with the result that merchants who bought them
in good faith and took them to foreign countries were
beaten, imprisoned, and even slain by their angry
customers, 'to the great dishonour of the realm'. It
was, therefore, ordered in 1390 that no cloth should be
sold tacked and folded, but open.1 The frauds in
connexion with stretching Guildford cloths have already
been referred to, and in 1410 we find that worsteds which
had formerly been in great demand abroad were now
so deceitfully made that the Flemish merchants were
talking of searching, or examining, all the worsted cloths
at the ports of entry. To remedy this c great slander of
the country ', the mayor and his deputies were given the
power to search and seal all worsteds brought to the
worsted ' seld ', or cloth market, and regulations were
made as to the size of ' thretty elnys streites ' (30 ells by
2 quarters), ' thretty elyns brodes ' (30 ells by 3 quarters),
' mantelles, sengles, doubles, et demy doubles, si bicn
les motles, paules, chekeres, raies, flores, pleynes,
rnonkes-clothes et autres mantelles ' (from 6 to 10 ells
by ij ell), and ' chanonclothes, sengles, demy doubles et
doubles' (5 ells by if), the variety of trade terms
showing the extent of the industry.2 A similar com-
plaint of the decay in the foreign demand for worsteds
owing to the malpractices of the makers was met in 1442
by causing the worsted weavers of Norwich to elect
annually four wardens for the city and two for the
county to oversee the trade.3 Half a century later,
1 Statutes, 13 Rich. II ;  n Hen. IV.
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